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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
CENTENNIAL
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
by Bill Schuler
The year, 2016, just about anywhere in the United States, a tour
begins. The guide asks, “2016 is the centennial year of what event?”
The near universal response is “The creation of the National
Parks!” The gotcha moment: No, it is the centennial of the National
Park Service.
In reality the first National Park, Yellowstone had been created nearly
50 years earlier in 1872 more as an accident than anything else.
Wyoming being a territory was run entirely by the Federal Government.
Had Wyoming been a state it is certain that, after establishment,
Yellowstone would have been deeded over to the state of Wyoming the
same way Yosemite had been deeded over to the state of California in 1862.
But statehood for Wyoming lay in the future.

Happy
100th
Birthday
to the
National
Park
Service

From 1872 to 1916 numerous other national parks had been established. However
no one department in the Federal Government was responsible for the protection and
administration of said parks. The parks were managed by separate administrators
Yellowstone National Park
and a polyglot of government agencies, some of whom had genuine interest
in preserving these wonders, others were either incompetent or out to exploit
them for personal profit. The first agency to try to bring order to this chaos
was the United States Army.

In 1886 General Philip Sheridan, alarmed by the incompetent administration,
vandalism, and poaching going on in Yellowstone, ordered US Cavalry troops
in. They remained there “temporarily” and in several other parks for the next
30 years protecting the land and wildlife as well as improving the infrastructure.
By
needed their
their own
own
By 1916
1916 itit was apparent to many that the National Parks needed
administrative
Federal
Government.
To To
swing
public
opinion,
administrativeagency
agencywithin
withinthethe
Federal
Government.
swing
public
the
several important conservationists started a media campaign to do just that. Chief
among them was Stephen Mather, son of a prominent east coast family,
continued on page 4
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WHAT IS THE FUNNIEST
QUESTION A TOURIST HAS
EVER ASKED YOU?
Guides know that tourists can be worldly,
gracious, intellectual, generous, adventurous
participants in the global economy. On the
other hand, sometimes, the stereotype of the
“clueless tourist” comes true with flying colors.
Here are some ridiculous questions that had
guides biting their tongues to keep from
bursting out laughing:
“Were your houses always this old?”
— Stephen Herchak, Charleston
“When do we see the Eiffel Tower?”
— Michael Dillinger, New York
“How do you get all of those flags to wave
together?”
— Vicky Schwartz, Washington

www.NFTGA.COM
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Already our third newsletter and we have a lot
to share with you, the
member. We told you
how we wanted to increase communications
“TO AND FROM” of all
types with the member
associations. Hopefully
you have used some of
the following instituted
since our last newsletter:
a) Distributed monthly
newsletters from ABA,
US Travel, and other travel related associations to city
members for distribution.
b) Started a NFTGA Facebook Group for networking and
shop talk with other member cities throughout the US.
c) NFTGA website revision and stream line for ease of
member usage.
d) Distributing “Friday Check-In” — US Travel news
brief — a weekly digest of travel news and activities
concerning our industry.
e) Forming a Public Relations committee to increase
NFTGA exposure and publicity. **
f) NFTGA By-Laws, Policies, and Procedures committee. **
** Anyone interested in serving on one of these all
important committees—please contact Bob Skiba,
NFTGA Secretary.
We have also continued to advocate for the guiding
community by both sharing experiences regarding
regulatory issues and participating in US Travel association
legislative fly-in sessions, which include Congressional visits
to discuss impacting the tourist industry and guiding.
NFTGA was proud to send a letter to GANYC (New
York) supporting their bid for the 2019 WFTGA (World
Federation of Tourist Guide Associations) conference.
Remember: Communication is a two-way street. —
Use these programs to let us hear from you!!!

FROM THE EDITOR
Whether we editors
admit it to ourselves
or not, editing is a
collaborative activity.
If we are lucky, we
are blessed with at
least a small team of
reporters, columnists,
proofreaders, and
others who love the
project we work on
as much as we do. If
we are not lucky, we
have to tackle the
whole blasted thing ourselves and agonize over a
bunch of words that no one else will ever read. Since
I took on this post, last January, I have been lucky.
I must thank NFTGA Board Member Babs Daitch
for ever so casually mentioning that this summer
would be the 100th anniversary of the National Park
Service. When she said this, you could have knocked
me over with a feather. I replied “That is the very
definition of a front page story—precisely what an
organization like ours should be celebrating and what
a newsletter like ours should be writing about.” I must
also thank the intrepid Bill Schuler of Utah, a veritable
National Park expert, for writing that splendid article
under stressful conditions in the middle of a busy
summer touring season. And many thanks are due
to Tom Bernardin, Tami Goldman, Mary Johnson,
Jim McDonald, Donna Primas, and of course our
president Gene Reyes for their contributions. We
would also like to welcome Ellen Stark Gold to
our newsletter team. She has volunteered to take on
the invaluable role of proofreader, so that I might
embarrass myself a little less. Many thanks, Ellen.
Documentarian Ken Burns called the National Parks
“America’s best idea”. I think a national organization
like NFTGA might be the guided tourism industry’s
best idea. Is a quarterly newsletter where our members
can share their experiences and thoughts on tour craft
the federation’s best idea? You be the judge. In the
meantime, we’re already thinking about the next issue,
where we’d like to read your best idea.

Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
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THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
CENTENNIAL continued from page 1
self-made millionaire, retired at a young age and looking
for a new challenge. Largely through the efforts of
Mather and his brilliant young assistant Horace
Albright the National Park Service Organic Act was
signed into law by President Woodrow Wilson on
August 25th 1916 with its dual mandate of “preserving
the ecological and historical integrity of the places
entrusted to its management while also making them
available and accessible for public use and enjoyment.”
Stephen Mather was installed as the first Superintendent
of National Parks Service, a post he held until a year
before his death in 1930.
The Army turned over control of the parks to the Park
Service in 1917. Many of the policies, procedures, and
traditions of the National Park Service came from
the Army, most notably the Park Service Uniform.
Immediately, the Park Service had its work cut out for
it. Plans were well in advance to dam much of the
Grand Canyon National Park to create a reservoir
and hydroelectric operation for the State of Arizona.
Mather is largely responsible stopping this.
Mather and Albright understood if the parks remained
inaccessible to the population at large they would
likely lose their protected status. So the two set about
developing better access to the parks.
The Park Service, while a huge step forward, didn’t
always get it right. In the early days the service
supported things contrary to true preservation i.e.
predator control, suppression of all fires, zoos, animal
feeding sites, stocking streams with non-native fish,

Stephen Mather and Horace Albright,
first directors of the National Park Service.

over-building etc. This isn’t really a reflection on
the Park Service; nobody really knew how to run a
wilderness. After nearly a century, the Park Service
has learned that the best policy is generally to just
leave things alone and let nature do what nature does.
Ironically the Service has taken a lot of flak from
“experts” and the media about this but time has
generally proven this to be the correct path. That
is not to say the Park Service has not made some
monumental blunders; name one government agency
that hasn’t.
The National Park Service was initially given charge
over existing and future National Parks, however other
protected sites existed, notably National Monuments
(under control of the Department of Agriculture) and
Civil War Battlefields (under control of the Department
of War). In 1933 NPS Deputy Director Horace
Albright suggested that the National Monuments
(created by executive order via the Antiquities Act
of 1903) and the Civil War Battlefields would be
better served if administered by the National Park
Service. President Franklin Roosevelt agreed and
signed an executive order transferring those sites
and all the public memorials in and around
Washington D.C. to the Park Service.

A tour group explores Glacier National
Park in one of its signature “Red Jammers”.
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This marked a significant shift in the mandate
of the National Park Service. While preserving
the natural wonders of the country was huge, now
preservation of the country’s identity and culture
was becoming important as well. While many more
National Parks have been established, many, many
sites significant to American history and culture
have also been set aside.
Summer 2016

In the beginning the National Park Service was
a fixture of the Western United States. Now, the
Service protects and preserves sites in every region
of the United States. Not only are scenic wonders
and historic sites preserved, but ideas as well. For
example Fort Clatsop National Historic Site in
Oregon not only reproduces the physical site of
Lewis and Clark’s winter quarters but also the
site where, for the first time in American history
a Native American woman and a black man cast
an equal vote.
These sites not only preserve history, they have
made history. In 1939, when African American
singer Marian Anderson was prohibited from
performing at the Daughters of the American
Revolution Constitution Hall, Interior Secretary
Harold Ickes arranged for her to sing at the
Lincoln Memorial in front of a crowd of 70,000.
With the introduction of National Recreation Areas
such as Oregon Sand Dunes, Golden Gate National
Recreation Area, and Lake Powell National Recreation
area, many of which are found in or near urban areas,
the Park Service’s mandate continues. In descending
order, the Park Service is responsible for wilderness
protection, historical preservation, and preservation
of recreational opportunities.
The degree to which this is done depends on the venue.
For example Wrangell/St. Alias National Park in Alaska
is first and foremost a wilderness and is intended to
stay that way, while Ellis Island couldn’t and shouldn’t
fall under that mandate. It deserves preservation and
protection due to its historical and cultural significance.
Recreation areas, particularly those around urban areas,

A National Park Service Ranger
gives a tour at Fort Clatsop.

provide desperately needed open space to urban
dwellers but need to be managed in a manner totally
different from a wilderness. It is a big pot to keep
from boiling over but the National Park Service has
done a remarkable job in keeping its primary mandate
of “preserving the ecological and historical integrity
of the places entrusted to its management while also
making them available and accessible for public use
and enjoyment”.
Who knows? In the future, the garage where Steve
Jobs and Steve Wozniak founded Apple Computers
may be declared a National Historic Site!
Bill Schuler is Vice President of the Utah Tour Guide Assn.
To tour with Bill, contact billschuler1@me.com.

Top Row: Rocky Mountain National Park, Death Valley National Park, Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
Bottom Row: Bryce Canyon National Park, General Grant National Memorial, Congaree National Park,
Boston African American Historic Site, Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield.
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MY TRIP TO THE TORCH
(and Other Notes)
by Tom Bernardin

Like many New York guides, I
often find myself with a group on
the Hornblower Ferry, plowing
our way to the Statue of Liberty.
Inevitably, we will be asked about
going inside the statue or going up
to the crown. And occasionally
someone will proudly announce
that he or she has been up to the
torch. “No, you haven’t,” I reply. “Oh, sure I was. I
remember the circular staircase.” “No, you haven’t,”
I repeat more firmly this time. “You think you were,
but you weren’t... but I was and I have the photo to
prove it.” I was a ranger at Ellis Island and the Statue
of Liberty back in the 1978, ‘79, and ‘80 seasons. The
season ranged from the end of April until the end of
October, when Ellis was first open to visitation. The
fact that there was no heat, phone or water precluded
the idea of winter visitation. Ellis subsequently closed
entirely in 1984 and the museum we visit now opened
in 1990. It was my Statue of Liberty collection that led
me to apply for a job there, and when my future boss
saw that I had spent years teaching English to recent
immigrants (at $4 an hour!), I wound up as part of
the interpretive staff at Ellis. In NPS-speak, rangers
don’t “give tours”; they “interpret the surroundings”
for visitors.
We were sent over to Liberty Island as
punishment duty or to give the other rangers
a break. Administration was located on
Liberty and we were loath to leave our Ellis
playground. There were Risk games to play
and thirty-five buildings to explore. Not to
mention the vegetable garden I started.

Those days are long gone. I joined him in 1979. At
some point in Miss Liberty’s armpit, there is – if I
recall correctly – a narrow iron staircase that leads
up through her wrist and a hatch in the base of the
torch. Push that open and voila! There you are.
Forget any images you have seen of a large circular
walkway around the flame. It is quite narrow, sways
in the breeze and is pretty darn frightening.
Charlie is very born-again. Extremely religious. He had
placed religious medals and the like up in the torch. My
first words upon stepping out were “Jesus Christ!” We
spent about twenty minutes up there. I then indicated
I was ready to go down. And he said: “Tom, before we
head down, there is something I want to talk to you
about.” Okay. “When you first stepped out here the
first thing you did was to take the Lord’s name in vain.”
“Oh, sh*t,” thought I, “this is it... I am going over.”
Ever quick on my feet, I told Charlie that “I was
calling on the Lord to enjoy this moment with us.”
That seemed to do the trick and we made our descent.
July 30, 1916 was the night of the Black Tom Wharf
explosion in New Jersey, in back of the statue. The
United States was storing ammunition to sell to Russia
during the First World War. German saboteurs came
over and blew it up. Seventy-eight railroad cars of
munitions. The explosion was felt in Philadelphia,
Times Square, and woke up all of Brooklyn. (It is
worth mentioning that the Guastavino ceiling and
matching herringbone tile floor was installed to
replace the damaged plaster ceiling at Ellis.)

The author
at the torch

Back then the torch was amber glass. (I have a
piece of that glass and a piece of the copper,
but that is another story. Needless to say, my
statue collection grew by leaps and bounds
when I was working there.) Ranger Charlie
DeLeo (aka the Keeper of the Flame) made the
climb almost daily to check on the light bulbs
inside the flame. And he would happily take
fellow rangers along on his 7:30 a.m. schlep.
Page 6
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WHO OWNS THE MISSIONS?
DO YOU KNOW?
by Jim McDonald

View of the crown
from the torch

At the San Antonio Historical Missions Park the National
Park Service has some 24 agreements with other agencies
or citizens to operate the park. Many of these are with
land owners along the San Juan and Espada acquias.
At the mission sites, the NPS operates and maintains
all, except the churches and rectories in keeping with
the covenant of the First Amendment. The granary at
San Jose and the aqueduct are owned by the SACS, but
maintained by the NPS.

It was then that the torch was completely closed to
public visitation. Unless, of course, you were fortunate
enough to have made the trip “back in the day”. On
a related note: Before I became a New York City
guide, I briefly had a job working for the Statue of
Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, selling the Wall of
Honor in the kiosks in the Baggage Room.
One Sunday in 2000, I was unhappily sitting at my
kiosk. A guide came in with about thirty folks. As
he explained the history of Ellis Island I sat there
looking at these thirty and saying to myself: $10,
$20, $30, etc. When he went outside I followed him
and introduced myself. It was Richard LeWinter.
I explained my Ellis history to him and he told me to
do the following: 1. Go get your guide license. 2. Join
the Guides Association of New York City and go to
meetings. 3. Bill yourself as “Mr. Ellis Island”. I did
#1 and #2 immediately. As luck would have it, I sat
beside Connie Curtis at my first GANYC meeting and
she generously adopted me and to this day serves as
my mentor and sounding board. Bless you, Richard
and Connie! Years later I mentioned this to a British
journalist. She went for the bait and in her article
she described me as “Mr. Ellis Island.”

Let’s look at land ownership. The Archdioceses of San
Antonio owns all the land and buildings at Missions
Concepcion, San Juan, and Espada. At San Jose, it
becomes interesting. Within the walls, the church and
convento are owned by the Archdioceses. The rest,
except the granary, are owned by the Great State of
Texas because it used to be a state park. One or two
other wrinkles are present there. Prior to the restoration
of the walls, Mission Road ran pass the church. Thus,
the area around the side walk running between the East
and West Gates and passes the church is owned by the
City of San Antonio because it was a city street. The
Visitor Center sits on county land and was built by Los
Compadres as was the ranger facility at Concepcion. My
recommendation is not to try to explain this to visitors.
Jim McDonald is the immediate past president of the Professional
Tour Guide Association of San Antonio. To tour with Jim,
contact JimJMcD@aol.com.

Mission
San Jose

Tom Bernardin is the author and publisher of The
Ellis Island Immigrant Cookbook and offers both
private and public tours of Ellis. To tour with Tom, visit
www.EllisIslandTours.com.
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PULLMAN JOINS
THE NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE IN
2015 (NEWEST NPS
MEMBER?)

notorious for financial problems,
and private funding has been
scarce.

by Donna Primas
Until 1803 when the Louisiana
Purchase was made and Fort
Dearborn was established near
the Chicago River, Chicago was
the Wild West! The surrounding
land was quite flat, often swampy,
yet still the city grew quickly—1.7 million by 1900!
Still, it was only in 2015 that Chicago got its first
“National Park”—Pullman—which really has a
National Monument designation.
Pullman was the first model, planned industrial
community in the U.S. located far south of downtown Chicago. The town design incorporated diverse
housing for workers, a church, hotel, firehouse, shops,
company headquarters and factory buildings. The area
is east of Cottage Grove Avenue, from East 103rd St.
to East 115th St. and covers about 300 acres.
This was the 1880s “company town” of the Pullman
Palace Car Company that manufactured elegant
sleeping cars for trains. Solon Beman was the chief
architect who designed the buildings, which included
1,300 homes of diverse sizes and styles with indoor
plumbing, so workers could live in decent places
near their jobs. The neighborhood is closely tied to
American history with stories related to transportation,
company owner George Pullman, the 1894 labor
Pullman Strike, and the well trained African American
Pullman Porters who provided impeccable service
and ensured customer comfort aboard trains.
Pullman was named a Chicago Landmark district
on October 16, 1972. It was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places on October 8, 1969, and
declared a National Historic Landmark on December
30, 1970. There have been dozens of attempts to revitalize the neighborhood and its structures in order
to tell the story of this factory-town started by George
Pullman. But Chicago and the State of Illinois are
Page 8

Since 2013 there were rumblings
that President Obama (who lived
in Chicago prior to becoming
President) may be persuaded to
use his executive authority under
the Antiquities Act of 1906 to
declare Pullman part of the
National Park System. This finally
happened, and Pullman was
named a National Monument on
February 19, 2015, making it a
component of the National Park
System. It is the first and only unit of the NPS in or
near Chicago! The hope is that under the umbrella of
this fantastic system, Pullman will receive funding
and staff to support the preservation and history of
this extraordinary neighborhood.

Pullman

Websites related to Pullman
http://www.pullmanil.org/
http://www.pullman-museum.org/
https://aprpullmanportermuseum.org/
Donna Primas is a Chicago Certified Tour Guide in and the
21-year President of the Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Assn.
To tour with Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.

Save the Dates for These
Important Conferences
August 18-23,2016
SYTA Annual Conference, Orlando FL
August 25-27, 2016
NTA CONTACT, Quebec City, Canada
January 28-February 5, 2017
WFTGA 17th Convention, Tehran, Iran
January 14-17, 2017
ABA Marketplace 2017, Cleveland, OH
February 26-March 2, 2017
NTA Travel Exchange, St Louis, MO

www.NFTGA.COM
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CALIFORNIA TRIVIA
& FACTOIDS by Mary Johnson

The largest living tree,
a Giant Sequoia, is in
Sequoia National Park,
102 feet in circumference.

“What would Americans do without California?”
Well, they probably wouldn’t have so much fun.
After all California is the birthplace of the Frisbee,
Barbie dolls, skateboards and video arcade games.
You can thank the Golden State for such goodies as
Popsicles, McDonald’s hamburgers, canned tuna
fish and, of course, our beloved fortune cookies.
You would probably be working and learning a lot
more slowly if Silicon Valley, the birthplace of the
personal computer, didn’t exist. If you will just let
go of your computer mouse, put down your martini,
and slip into your Jacuzzi (all California originals),
you’ll learn about other California “firsts”.
Technology, aviation, transportation, religion, fashion,
entertainment – California has produced firsts in all
areas. Most of these developments have taken place
since the mid-19th century – the denizens of the Gold
Rush perhaps ignited the creativity and achievements
of the Golden State.”
1902: First motion picture theatre in
the world opened in Los Angeles.

1942: Architect Timothy Phleuger
built the world’s first underground
parking garage in Union Square.

California
has
the
largest economy in the
States of the Union.

The world’s largest tree

There are approximately
500,000 detectable seismic
tremors in California
annually.

More turkeys are raised in California than any other
state in the U.S.
The Hollywood Bowl is the world’s largest outdoor
amphitheater.
California leads the US in producing 350 different
crops and commodities.
55% of the fruits and vegetables consumed in this
country are produced in California.

1909: First radio broadcasting station
opened, founded by Charles Herrold
in San Jose.
1927: Philo Farnsworth created the
first working television. (See place
on corner of Green/Sansome).

California is the first
state to reach a trillion
dollar economy in gross
state product.

The Golden Gate National Recreation Area is the
largest urban park in the world (114 sq. miles).
Stanford Linear Accelerator is the largest in the
world – two miles long.
The world’s
first motion
picture theatre

Mary Johnson is a member of the San Francisco
Tour Guide Guild. To tour with Mary, contact
freespirittours@sbcglobal.net.

1959: Dr. Robert Noyce and his team produced the
first commercially practical integrated circuit at
Fairchild in Palo Alto.
1966: California’s Proposition 215 was the first statewide medical marijuana initiative to pass in the country.
Inyo National Forest is home to the bristle cone pine,
the oldest living species — some are over 4,600 yrs. old.
San Francisco Bay is the world’s largest landlocked
harbor.
Summer 2016
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AUDREY MUNSON
the Rebirth of Venus
by Matthew Baker

Almost anywhere in the U.S., travelers
are curious about celebrity culture.
Fortunately for these tourists and their
guides, almost anywhere in the U.S.,
they can catch a glimpse of the nation’s
first supermodel. Her name was Audrey Munson and
she can be seen, immortalized in stone and bronze,
in over a dozen cities. So there is almost always
a tie-in to Audrey Munson and her story,
wherever you may be touring.
Since 1999, the definitive book on Audrey
Munson has been American Venus by Diane
Rozas. But this spring, James Bone published
The Curse of Beauty, shedding new light on the
dramatic and tragic life of this beautiful and
talented artist.
The title of Bone’s book comes from a story
that, when Audrey was five years old, she visited
a Gypsy camp and asked a soothsayer to tell
her future. The old gypsy woman read her palm
and said: “You shall be beloved and famous.
But when you think that happiness is yours,
its Dead Sea fruit shall turn to ashes in your
mouth.” The future model never forgot.
Star Maiden
Audrey’s parents traveled all over the
country, from Illinois, to Iowa, to
Minnesota, to South Dakota, buying farms

Oakland
Museum,
California

and then flipping them at a profit. But their marriage
was plagued by infidelity and conflicting ambitions and
they were divorced when Audrey was eight. She went
to New York City with her mother and was discovered
at age 17 by a photographer on Fifth Avenue. He
noticed her exquisite classical Greco-Roman features
and figure and, within a year, she was modeling
professionally. Every artist in town noted that “she
looked more like the Venus de Milo than any of the
other girls”.
Her star quickly rose and her image can be seen in
stone to this day at the Federal Building in Cincinnati,
Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in Concord, and the Palace
of Fine Arts in San Francisco, in bronze at the South
Carolina State House in Columbia, the Eagle Scout
Memorial Fountain in Kansas City, the Wisconsin
State Capital in Madison, the Pulitzer Fountain in New
York, and the McMillan Fountain in Washington,
and in plaster at Chesterwood in Stockbridge. She
became known as “Queen of the Artists’ Studios” and
was sculpted by Alexander Stirling Calder, Daniel
Chester French, Frederick MacMonnies, and Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney, among many others.
If all this artistic success wasn’t enough, Hollywood
came calling too. Audrey made her film debut in 1915
(the year D.W. Griffith premiered Birth of a Nation)
in a short film called Inspiration in which she played
– what else? – an artist’s model. With this role, she
made history, becoming the first actress ever to appear
in a nude scene. The movie made a mint. Three
more movies followed: Purity, The Girl o’ Dreams,
and The Heedless Moths. Today, only Purity survives.

Audrey Munson in the water: The McMillan Fountain in Washington, the Eagle
Scout Memorial Fountain in Kansas City, and the Pulitzer Fountain in New York.
Page 10
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But the old Gypsy woman’s curse began to
Audrey recovered from her suicide attempt but
come true in 1919 when Audrey and her mother
was never the same again. Constantly fearful of
were living in a rented room in Manhattan and their
persecution, she lapsed into depression and mental
landlord, Dr. Walter Wilkins, became infatuated with
illness. In 1931, within a week of her 40th birthday,
the young beauty. Wilkins murdered his wife in the
she was placed by her mother in an insane asylum.
hopes of freeing himself to marry Audrey, who had
There, alone and forgotten, Audrey lived to the age
given him no encouragement of any kind, and was
of 104. Upon her death in 1996, she was buried in
sentenced to death. But he cheated the hangman,
an unmarked grave.
committing suicide in his prison cell. Her
As phenomenally sad as Audrey Munson’s
connection to this sordid case destroyed
life was, she fulfilled the noblest ambition
Audrey. Every art studio door that had once
of any artist: to make millions of people
been open to her was now closed, every
happy
through her work. And Audrey’s work,
movie offer rescinded, every society hostess
like all good art, lives forever.
crossed her off her guest list. The American
Venus, who had been the toast of every town
Matthew Baker is a past president of the Guides
in the nation, couldn’t get a job. In 1922, she
Association of New York City and the editor of
attempted suicide by poison.
The National Standard. To tour with Matt,
Wisconsin State Capitol, Madison
contact baker.tours@yahoo.com.

NEWS YOU CAN USE
by Tami Goldman (Guest Columnist)
GET YOUR KICKS ON ROUTE 66
Route 66, also known as the Mother Road,
celebrates its 90th anniversary this November.
To mark this milestone, the Missouri History Museum in St. Louis developed Route 66: Main Street Through
St. Louis, a 6,000-square-foot exhibit that explores the local history of this world-famous highway.
Route 66 opened on November 11, 1926, touching eight states and connecting more than 100 cities from Chicago
to Los Angeles, and St. Louis was the largest city between those two endpoints. Because the road passed by a
number of unique stops, from popular restaurants to scandalous motels, as it passed through St. Louis, the city
has a distinctive story to tell about the Main Street of America. Route 66: Main Street Through St. Louis shares this
story in all its blazing-neon glory.
Visitors will get their kicks learning about the motels, custard stands, and tourist traps that could be found along
the road. They’ll also learn exactly how the Mother Road wound its way through the city via bridges and downtown
streets, providing travelers with several options for navigating through the city to the county and westward.
Route 66: Main Street Through St. Louis serves as a vehicle to transport visitors back to a time when car travel was an
adventure and mom-and-pop diners and motels ruled the road. The exhibit is open now through July 16, 2017,
at the Missouri History Museum in St. Louis’s Forest Park. Admission is free to the Museum and the exhibit.
The Missouri History Museum, operated by the Missouri Historical Society, has been active since 1866. Founding
members established the organization “for the purpose of saving from oblivion the early history of the city and
state.” Today, the Missouri History Museum offers programs and outreach services, including traveling exhibits,
tours, theatrical and musical presentations, programs for school classes and youth groups, family festivals, special
events, workshops, and lectures.
Tami Goldman is Tourism and Group Sales Manager at the Missouri History Museum. For more info, contact tgold@mohistory.org.
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TECH TALK
WHAT WORKS FOR YOUR
ASSOCIATION? FOR YOU?
by Donna Primas

Two old TV commercial tag lines have been rumbling
around in my head lately. They were repetitive and
memorable commercials from my youth. Perhaps a
few other “old school” tour guides will remember
them as well? (If you don’t have a clue, Google the
phrases and you can find videos on YouTube!)
Try it, you’ll like it! (1972 Alka Seltzer commercial)
Give it to Mikey… he’ll eat anything! (1972-1984
Life cereal commercials)
Are you like a hamster on a treadmill, perpetually
running through the same circuit? Do you do the
same thing over and over thinking (or hoping) that
next time you will get a different result? Is your
association like that?
Man is a creature of habit. We have our comfort zones.
But real growth and “AH-HA” moments occur outside
of “the norm.” So the real question I am asking is: how
often do you break your routine, test your mental or
physical boundaries, innovate, try something new? If
you are Joe Average, probably not very often at all!
For several years now, the Chicago guide organization
has been having quarterly meetings at a fixed location.
The format for most of these meeting has been very
simple: an authority, author, speaker or presenter gives
a Power Point presentation about a topic related to
Chicago history, architecture, or tourism. We have
sought out experts on a variety of topics, focused on
little-known historical characters, and facets or periods
of history that are not popular or well documented.
We send out meeting invitations with photos for
a visual appeal and descriptions designed to pique
the curiosity of our members. We seek out good
presenters with a demonstrated command of their
subject that can speak with authority and without
notes. Many presentations offer rich imagery that
most members have not seen before. Some lecturers
told good stories—including offering some insider

“dirt” not commonly known. Our meeting
attendance seemed good, and members said nice
things as they left. What more could we want?
But we realized that we have been doing the same old,
same old, too long. Too many talking heads! In 2016,
after our “usual style” January meeting, we changed
things up a bit.
(NOTE: We do have other types of meeting and
events… it is just the quarterlies that were boring.
See the chronology of meetings and download PDF
meeting write ups for the past several years here:
http://tourguidesofchicago.com/history.html)
In March 2016, we had blues guitarist Eric Lambert
present From Mississippi to Chicago—The Migration Of the
Blues. During the concert performance, he asked if any
guides were also musicians. Sure enough, Certified
Tour Guide Michael Corcoran brought his bag of
harmonicas and we learned he blows a mean “harp.”
(See a jam of “Dust My Broom” with Eric and Mike:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uZoOjTnCDU&feat
ure=youtu.be)
In June, following up on a member suggestion, we
sought out five of our members who have “mad skills”
in certain areas. We asked them to supply the bullet
points of their talk in advance, and then all shared
their expertise in a five-to-ten-minute presentation on
one night. While the attendance at the meeting was
a bit light, perhaps due to the busy time of year, the
reviews and accolades just keep coming in. People
loved hearing what works for other members and they
were grateful that some shared the “secrets of their
success.” More than ever before, people who attended
said they got what they sought from their professional
association—practical advice that they can immediately
put to use, that will help them improve.
So I would like to report, we tried it and liked it!
I hope you and your association think about how
you can change things up, and then share with us
what works or worked for you.
Donna Primas writes Tech Talk including aspects of
Technique and Technology. She has been the President of the
Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Association for 21 years.
To tour with Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.

